Power quality [PQ] and power reliability [PR] gained importance in the industrialized world as the pace of installing sensitive appliances and other electrical loads by utility customers accelerated, beginning in the mid-1980s. Utility grid connected customers rapidly discovered that this equipment was increasingly sensitive to various abnormalities in the electricity supply. Fundamentally, electrical load devices containing high-speed digital processors and power electronic components are more sensitive to power fluctuations that can be tolerated by less sophisticated and commonplace loads such as light bulbs, refrigerators, and water heaters.
Since the beginning of the electric age, electrical equipment has been built to tolerate a considerable range of voltage, frequency, and waveform variability. In addition, utilities have employed controls and system maintenance procedures to achieve standards of both PQ and PR (or "availability") that have been generally acceptable. That system of generation, T&D, and loads worked well until the 1980s when the demand for more electricity, electricity of higher quality, and higher supply reliability accelerated sharply. The accelerating demand shift to electrical energy is demonstrated by the fact that since the 1970s, electricity in the industrialized nations has grown from 25% of total end-use energy consumption to more than 37% in 2000. By 2025, electrical demand is forecast to account for more than 50% of total energy use (Yeager, 2001 ). This growth in demand for both the quantity of electricity and for higher quality/higher reliability electricity has not always been matched by a correspondingly increased investment in generating capacity or in T&D facilities capable of meeting these demands.
The reliability and quality of the electric power delivered in the United States seems to have deteriorated in the last 5 years. One reason for this deterioration appears to be the transition of the utility industry from a regulated monopoly to a less regulated, free market infrastructure. The result has been a change from centralized planning, operation and control of the electric utility network, and its associated power reliability and quality, to decentralized operation of the various parts of the network by many participants with different goals. Another reason is the escalating sensitivity of sophisticated loads. In short, the levels of supply reliability and power quality that were, on average, "good enough" as late as the early 1990s are now causing problems to a growing number of consumers. Circumstantial evidence of the cost of inadequate supply and quality of electric power abounds in journal and newspaper articles. Firmer evidence is available from insurers of commercial business, who are experiencing increasing claims related to power supply problems ( Figure 1 shows the experience of a major industry insurer). 
. Claims Ex perience of a Major Insurer Resulting from Power Quality and Reliability Problems
The consumer cost of poor PQ has escalated by orders of magnitude over the last 2 decades. For example, in the early 1980s, a supply interruption was estimated by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers [IEEE] to cost industries with less than 1000-kW peak demand an average of $4.59/kW and $8.11/kWh (IEEE Gold Book, 1980) . Thus, about 20 years ago, the loss of 10 kW for 30 minutes would be valued at only $86.45. Estimates of average outage cost for this consumer class in the most recent issue of this reference (IEEE Gold Book, 1997) escalated to $12.51/kW and $15.03/kWh. The corresponding estimated average cost of such a supply interruption had increased to about $200 in the mid-1990s. This is still in sharp contrast with, and appears to remarkably underestimate, the extraordinarily high cost of poor PQ experienced by today's high technology users. If this trend is not reversed, commercial claims may eventually lead to prohibitive insurance premiums for losses related to power system problems.
Higher quality and reliability are demanded as the result of the introduction and proliferation of more sensitive electric devices (seen as loads), such as personal computers and factory process equipment controllers that use high-speed digital processors and power electronic devices. Brown (1998) notes that, as of about 1998, consumer electronics accounted for about 10% of the electric load in the United States, and its share of the total demand was growing rapidly. Furthermore manufacturing automation, based on mid-power "smart" power electronics, is also growing rapidly. This demand is largely driven by the fact that approximately 50 to 60% of the electric energy in the United States is consumed by motors (Brown, 1998) . Equipment of this kind is more sensitive to relatively small quality variations in the power supply and, in some circumstances, also generates harmonics and other PQ problems that affect nearby electrical loads. Brief interruptions that are tolerated in an analog network can lead to more costly and prolonged outages in high-speed digital networks.
Customers using these sensitive devices, or manufacturing high-value products using processes depending on these devices, have typically installed some form of uninterruptible power supply [UPS] as a solution to power system problems and/or bought insurance to reduce their vulnerabilities to PQ and PR problems. (UPS systems consist of backup generators, power converters, and energy storage units, such as batteries, control units, switches and relays). For example, in the telephone industry, availability exceeds 99.999% in the United States. To achieve this level of reliability in the face of utility power disruptions requires large banks of lead-acid batteries. These are automatically switched by UPS systems to provide backup power when the utility-supplied power goes down. Increasingly, flywheels are being used in place of lead-acid batteries as energy storage devices for the UPS application. Power quality devices for smaller applications include relatively simple, low-cost devices aimed at specific problems, such as power sag or under voltage, power surge or over voltage suppression, brownouts, spikes, impulses, voltage transients, line noise, power factor correction, and frequency variation. Figure 2 summarizes the major forms of power quality disturbance (the typical voltage waveforms are shown in the figure) along with currently available methods to mitigate the disturbances (or "condition" the power) (Hawaiian Electric Company, 2001) . Note that power reliability is included in this table within the overall "power quality" category. Figure 2 is included to show the number and variety of existing, commercially available power quality solutions.
Figure 2. Power Quality and Reliability Disturbance Versus Available Mitigating Technologies
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These measures and combinations of measures worked well as late as the middle 1990s, providing adequate power quality and reliability and financial protection for most customers. However, fundamental changes in the manufacturing and service industries, enabled by electronics and computers, continue unabated. Therefore, the value of the goods, processes, and services affected by PQ and PR continues to increase. While the UPS and insurance solution works in many situations, it has not yet become universally acceptable. UPS has problems of its own, including battery life, weight, and hydrogen gas emissions; power factor impacts; harmonic currents on input and output lines; and overall cost.
The net result of growing electricity supply and quality problems is increasing financial impact on business, industry, institutions and governments in the United States. There is a risk that, in some cases, the economic losses resulting from unacceptable PQ and PR may reach levels that are not insurable. Finally, it is important to note that the financial losses accrue not only to those directly affected by power interruptions, but also to their suppliers, customers, financers, and insurers.
Both new technologies and changes in utility system organization and operations may provide a number of better solutions. The concurrent trend towards a utility infrastructure containing distributed energy resources, energy storage systems, and central control may offer future relief from grid-transmitted and facility-caused disturbances. The financial impacts of less than adequate power quality and reliability and the consequent demand for solutions, coupled with the unique characteristics of DER, offer an opportunity for more rapid deployment of DER as primary and backup power supplies. DER has the potential to overcome utility and site-specific supply problems, and to help compensate for the limitations of the existing distribution grid.
Definition of Power Quality and Power Reliability
Power quality and power reliability are related but separate aspects of the electric power supply. While some experts and publications treat both PQ and PR as subsets of "power quality," we treat each as a separate major category, or "condition," of the power supply. As noted, the lack of, or diminishment of, both power quality and reliability has measurable economic impacts for the power user (the customer). The consequences of poor PQ and PR can range in magnitude and probable cost from inconvenience as a result of equipment failure to damage and lost productivity.
Power quality has to do mainly with the supply of voltage to meet the needs of the customer and is measured in terms of voltage stability, frequency stability and the "purity" of the waveform. High power quality implies the near absence of measurable voltage sags and very short interruptions, voltage surges, voltage spikes, waveform harmonics, and so on. (The specific features of power quality are discussed in Section 3.0). PQ related problems occur whenever conventional AC electric power deviates momentarily or continuously from established standards for voltage, frequency, and waveform. (Although a complete interruption of supply could be included in this category, we consider it part of the PR category). Transient voltage spikes, for example, can and do destroy data and solid-state components. Voltage sags can stress solid-state electronic components. Diminished power quality also impacts even the ubiquitous, and otherwise robust, induction motor in service in millions of consumer appliances and commercial and industrial machines. For example, sustained low voltage (a power quality event) can damage the motor that drives the home refrigerator compressor because of the increased current that must be delivered to meet its power demand.
Power reliability means availability of power. Simply stated, the power is there or it is not. In practice, reliability is measured in terms of the frequency and duration of both complete interruptions of supply or partial interruptions of supply (that is, ability to meet only a portion of the power demanded by the customer). PR problems occur as a result of unplanned interruptions in the supply of power.
Interruptions can vary in time, in the industrialized nations, from a fraction of an electrical cycle (a few milliseconds) to many hours in duration. Momentary and longer power interruptions can cause unprotected solid-state systems to "crash," unless sustaining power equipment intervenes.
Relevant Standards
A number of standards that address requirements for the quality of the electric power supply must be carefully analyzed to evaluate their impact on the power quality benefits that might be achieved by DER. The main relevant North American recommended practice for electric power supply voltage and end user current distortions is IEEE-519-1992 (IEEE, 1992 
DER Technologies, Characteristics and Operating Configurations
A unified and generally accepted definition of DER does not exist. We define DER to include all power generators and energy storage systems outside of the realm of medium-and large-scale conventional power plants (such as coal-fired steam turbine generators and hydroelectric generators) that are rated at hundreds of megawatts up to thousands of megawatts. The fundamental and distinguishing feature of DER power systems is that they can be largely or completely factory manufactured, assembled, and tested; and easily shipped, installed, and commissioned as complete modules. Hence, they can go into service very quickly, where and when needed (lead times are very short compared to those required to bring a large-scale power plant on line). Willis and Scott (2000) provide a good working definition of DER (or DG). (While they limit DER to generation sources, we include energy storage systems within the definition, as stated above).
"Distributed generation, or DG, includes the application of small generators, typically ranging in capacity from 15 to 10,000 kW, scattered throughout a power system, to provide the electric power needed by electrical consumers. As ordinarily applied, the term distributed generation includes all use of small electric power generators, whether located on the utility system, at the site of a utility customer, or at an isolated site not connected to the power grid.
By contrast, dispersed generation, a subset of distributed generation, refers to generation that is located at customer facilities or off the utility system. Usually, dispersed generation is also understood to include only very small generation units, of the size needed to serve individual households or small businesses, in the capacity range of 10 to 250 kW.
Most types of distributed generators utilize traditional power generation paradigms ? diesel, combustion turbine, combined cycle turbine, low-head hydro, or other rotating machinery. But in addition, DG includes fuel cells and renewable power generation methods such as wind, solar, or low-head hydro generation. These renewable generators are often lumped into the "DG" category because their small size makes them very convenient to connect to the lower voltage (distribution) parts of the electric utility grid."
Overview of DER Technologies and Deployment
It must be emphasized that DER systems, by definition, are distributed throughout the lower voltage power distribution part of the T&D network, close to the loads (end-use devices) they serve. Thus, the power produced by DER systems does not generally travel over the high voltage transmission system. Although this power could find its way back to the high voltage transmission system under some conditions, it is believed that the main impacts of DER on the T&D system will be confined to the distribution network portion. This generalization may change in the future, however, if the total DG grows to equal or exceed the total amount of centralized generation. A longer-term problem with too many distributed resources could also be the redistribution or effective reduction of generator inertia below levels that are needed to protect the overall stability of the grid.
Grid-connected and off-grid configurations of DER are often referred to as grid-interactive and gridindependent operation, respectively. Grid-interactive DER refers to configurations of DER that can operate in parallel with the grid and reliably connect and disconnect as required. Grid-independent DER refer to configurations where DER have no connection with the utility network. In these configurations, the existence of DER is "invisible" to the grid.
Power generation technologies, in general, were developed to provide electricity as a commodity (that is, "quantity" of power). It is only recently that their potential power quality/reliability benefits as distributed resources are beginning to become major drivers for the refinement of established generating technologies and for the commercialization of new technologies. Thus, there are, in principle, many DER technologies. These include generation systems, such as microturbines, fuel cells, diesel generators, and solar and wind arrays; and advanced storage systems, such as flywheels, advanced battery systems, super capacitors, and super conducting magnetic energy storage [SMES] . There are also hybrid combinations of these systems, such as packaged diesel/wind generators with battery backup.
Many of these DER technologies are still in their infancy, seeking market validation to reduce cost and gain commercial acceptance. Commercially available DER and DER systems under development include both older conventional technologies, such as diesel and gas-powered generator sets and gas turbine generators, and rapidly emerging technologies, such as fuel cell power generators and SMES. Many of the emerging DER technologies are already being demonstrated in near-commercial configurations throughout the world.
Fuel cell systems have been highly publicized as one of the few DER technologies capable of mass deployment (i.e., down to the residential level). Because fuel cells highlight several issues with respect to the use of emerging power generation technologies for DER systems, a brief discussion is presented here.
Fuel cell systems typically consist of a fuel reformer (which isolates and produces the hydrogen needed by the fuel cell from the main energy source ? natural gas, gasoline, propane, etc.) and a series of fuel cell membranes that are arranged in "stacks" to produce the desired voltage from the system. Like batteries, fuel cell systems produce electricity in direct current [DC] form, which must ultimately be "inverted" to alternating current for use in most commercial and industrial applications (see Appendix A). Fuel cell systems can be arranged in series, feeding multiple DC inputs to a single inverter that converts the DC to AC. Alternatively, fuel cells can be connected in parallel to supply the output of individual cells to a series of inverters that, in turn, are controlled to provide a synchronized AC output.
Unlike batteries, which produce instantaneous DC on demand, fuel cell systems have a relatively slow response time to step changes in the load and naturally deliver varying voltage DC. As a result, fuel cells are typically operated in conjunction with batteries as a combination power source capable of meeting instantaneous load changes. The battery, or series of batteries (commonly referred to as a "DC bus"), serves as a "sink" for the power inputs. One or more inverters are then used to "invert" the direct current from the battery to AC required by the load. One or more battery charge controllers control the relationship between the fuel cell stacks and the battery. These controllers respond to instantaneous changes in the load by ramping up the fuel cell to provide the additional voltage necessary to replace the voltage drawn from the battery. As a result, the overall system is dominated by the operating characteristics of the batteries and battery charge controllers, and the fuel cell outputs must be arranged to match the input requirements of the battery charge controller.
The anticipated and, to some extent, already demonstrated benefits of DER in the utility grid power system have been extensively publicized. One listing of these benefits is shown below. The last benefit pertains directly to work in this project.
• DER deployment allows critical industry to stay at its current location, even if the local grid is or becomes unstable and unreliable.
• DER deployment obviates the need for large T&D investments.
• Some DER generation technologies and all storage technologies allow deployment with minimal or no air quality permitting.
• High-efficiency fuel cells and microturbines, for example, reduce the operating fuel cost and free up natural gas for use at other locations.
• Use of zero-or low-emission technologies, such as fuel cells, permit the continued use of other higher emitting generating plants. This increases the overall power available.
• DER technologies have the ability to put the highest quality power into the grid, thus increasing grid reliability and stability.
Given this list of benefits, coupled with the limited new investment in large-scale power plants and T&D infrastructure, it is not surprising that there is a clear trend to large-scale deployment of DER in the gridinteractive mode. This deployment is expected to be over a broad spectrum of unit sizes, ranging from less than 1 kW (for example, roof-top mounted solar photovoltaic systems, a rapidly growing area of DER) to many thousands of kilowatts (e.g., readily available diesel-generator sets).
Some DER units already operate in the grid-connected mode throughout the United States. However, the penetration of DER into the transmission and distribution networks is still relatively small. Furthermore, most DER units are purchased today primarily as backup power sources for commercial and industrial facilities, where they operate only when called upon and then only in the grid-independent mode (that is, completely isolated from the grid, supplying power only to the customer's load). Some owners and operators of these units have taken advantage of the opportunity from time to time to provide distribution feeder "peak shaving" support to local utilities in the grid-connected mode of operation. Of course, peak shaving at the distribution level occurs whether DER is grid-connected or not.
It is clear that more of these backup power units will be operated in this mode. Nevertheless, as long as penetration of DER on the local distribution network is low and grid-connection is infrequent, DER units can often be operated with little or no concern for the impact (positive or negative) on the power quality and reliability of the larger transmission and distribution system. That is, the continuous power needs and/or power quality needs of the DER owner will be met and local peak shaving benefits will be achieved. However, the benefits of the specific DER installation to the overall T&D system are usually very small and often not taken into account. As utilities move to exercise control over the scheduling of the grid connection and power output of DER units (that is, centralized DER dispatch) to meet the needs of the distribution system, and as more DER units are deployed, the potential for both positive and negative impacts is expected to increase greatly.
Energy Technology Development and Markets for DER, Power Quality and Reliability
The energy technology industry today is driven by four main market factors. These factors are also responsible for the investment in and the rapid emergence of distributed energy resource systems and the basic underlying technologies.
• The absolute need for more power to serve existing users connected to the grid and the estimated two to three billion people in the world (mostly in the so-called developing countries) that have no access to electric power in the quantity or of the quality enjoyed by the rest of the world.
• Demand for high quality power, accelerated by the growth of the "digital" economy. The emergence of the "digital" economy is not confined to the developed world, where power is supplied via integrated power transmission grids. For example, the high volume manufacture of solar photovoltaic cells can be carried out anywhere in the world. However, very high power quality and reliability of supply, whether from the existing grid or from new generation sources, are paramount, regardless of location.
• Deregulation of the energy merchant industry, primarily in North America and Europe, has resulted in a segmentation of electric power products and prices, including power quality and reliability.
• Advances in technology and manufacturing processes have made new energy generation, storage and energy management technologies, including those that underpin DER, economical. New sources, such as fuel cells, for example, could dramatically accelerate the trend to distributed generation because these sources are small (and therefore can be factory mass produced), easily sited, environmentally benign (quiet and clean) and operated using a variety of fuels. Reciprocating internal combustion engine generator sets (gasoline and diesel engines) and, increasingly, micro gas turbines, already serve DER markets. Also, solar photovoltaic [PV] arrays, when combined with larger scale energy storage (on the order of 1 hour and more), are already a viable DER backup power system in some cases.
Within the overall market for electric power, the power quality and reliability market segment is today driven primarily by the technology, telecom and Internet-related industries that demand guaranteed power reliability and quality. (Essentially, more transistors per chip means lower chip voltage; lower voltages are more sensitive to voltage fluctuations). Also, installations such as data centers require very large amounts of power at extremely high levels of quality and reliability.
Current commercial solutions to the demands of these industries include UPS that incorporate batteries, flywheels and even SMES units that enable continuous high-quality power to be delivered to the end use, regardless of the status of the grid-supplied power. Typical UPS system storage capability is on the order of a second up to several minutes ? enough time to ride through a short-term power disturbance/ interruption and, if necessary, to bring backup DER units on line to supply the load. Distributed energy resources, particularly engine generator and diesel generator sets, are already integrated with these UPS systems to provide continuous power whenever the main power supply is disabled for extended periods.
As a result, distributed energy resources, working with UPS, remove the need for the customer to place primary reliance on the grid to obtain acceptable PQ.
Markets
There are many markets for DER systems, each with its specific applications, technical requirements, economic equation, distribution needs, and end users. Furthermore, both product development and market evolution are moving quickly. Given this environment, it is difficult to characterize where the markets and technologies are headed. Nonetheless, it appears that, at present, two overall DER markets are developing:
1. Commercial/industrial. This market exhibits a faster adoption rate for DER because segments of the market are very sensitive to the economic advantages of DER deployment. Also, typically, this market requires DER units with higher power ratings and concomitant higher margins for the vendor.
2. Residential. This market is seen by many to be a vast opportunity. However, performance and cost requirements are stringent. Distribution of the product is a major challenge. The market has not been penetrated yet. Very high volume manufacturing, extensive distribution networks and much lower sales margins would be demanded in this market.
Market Applications
DER market applications appear to fall into five main categories. In all cases, reliability and quality of power delivered are overall requirements.
• Grid replacement primary generation. For this application, performance requirements are stringent and low cost is paramount. In this application, the customer effectively becomes a self-generator, completely disconnected from the grid supply.
• Grid parallel primary generation. Here, the DER unit operates as a supplier of power to the grid. Clearly, the DER cost to generate must be competitive with other power sources supplying power to the grid. The DER unit could provide voltage support and, thereby, an additional power quality value to the grid operator. To date, DER in this category are typically operated only as electric current sources; that is, the only benefit of the DER units is the power delivered.
• Remote power. In this application the premium is on reliability, because there is no grid to backup the DER. Constraints on the cost to generate the power vary widely, depending completely on the specifics of the installation.
• Peak shaving. Here the highest value is placed on low capital cost and siting flexibility, while efficiency requirements are moderate. Typically, the grid operator owns and operates DER during peak demand periods to limit the demand on a feeder or group of feeders. The ability to site DER units, or to find and operate an existing DER unit at the optimum location, is crit ical. Also, the grid operator must have unrestrained access to operate the DER as required. While DER could also provide power to the grid at other times, its prime value is peak shaving. Operation of the DER as a backup unit for loads near its location is, of course, possible because, by definition, if the grid power fails, there is no need for peaking supply.
• Backup power. Here the application of DER is as backup power for the customer in the event of failure or curtailment of the grid supply. Here, the customer places the highest value on reliable operation, while efficiency is much less important.
Power Quality Markets for DER
Three power quality markets where DER has an existing or emerging role are:
1. Backup power. This is already a large and well-established market for DER devices, primarily in commercial settings that are greatly impacted by short and/or long duration power quality events and power disruptions. In this application, reliable operation and siting flexibility are generally more important than efficiency.
Engine generator sets (driven by reciprocating internal combustion engines) currently dominate this market, the result of more than 100 years of continuous development and a vast worldwide manufacturing, distribution and support infrastructure. DER devices such as microturbines and fuel cells are expected to displace some engine generator units in this market, as they become cost competitive. The worldwide market for backup power is already valued at more than $5 billion.
2. Power quality -primary generation. Here, very high quality power is required for sensitive industrial and commercial loads. Operating in parallel with the grid in various configurations, DER units act as the primary power supply. The grid and the DER work together to ensure very high reliability and quality. As discussed elsewhere in this report, digital economy applications are expected to spur most of the growth in this market. However, other traditional applications already require continuous power, including many materials processing plants. In this market, systems can be configured with the DER supplying the load continuously and with the grid as the backup power source. Clearly the DER unit must be inherently reliable, well operated, and well ma intained. The transfer from the DER source to the grid (whenever necessary) is carried out seamlessly through complex and sometimes costly transfer switch systems. In some applications, the systems might be more correctly termed UPS because energy storage and the necessary switchgear and control are included to ensure truly seamless transfer. Many other configurations are possible.
3. Power quality -residential applications. The demand for higher quality power in the home is expected to grow. The prevalent consensus is that this market will ultimately be served by very flexible DER systems operating mostly in the off-grid mode, but with the ability to automatically synchronize to the grid and to deliver excess power to the grid, or to accept power from the grid to augment the DER output during peak home demand periods. The supervisory control unit would receive both electricity price and load demand signals, dispatching the DER in the highest value operating mode consistent with the home demand, grid demand and energy price information.
Purpose of the Project
Work in this project addresses the ability of DER technologies to enhance the quality of the power delivered to the customer and to improve the reliability of the overall power supply system. Because electricity generation, T&D, and load systems are very complex, it is not obvious that combinations of existing, under development, and proposed DER systems, grid integration methods, and DER control methods will capture the maximum number of reliability and power quality benefits. Therefore, more and better information, evaluation, and assessment are needed to answer three vital sets of questions:
1. How suitable are these technologies now and expected to be in the future for stabilizing the utility network (that is, maximizing the reliability and quality of power)? Related directly to this is the question, which power quality and reliability characteristics have the highest economic value (or payoff), how are these characteristics measured and what is the relationship between the measured value of the characteristics and their economic value? When are points of diminishing return reached?
2. How should DER systems and networks of DER units be designed and operated to achieve the desired power quality and reliability improvements? Is centralized control feasible and desirable and, if so, under what conditions?
3.
What is the best method or methods to assess the value of the various DER technologies as power quality and reliability enhancing tools?
The overall objective of this project is to provide answers to these questions. In so doing, we will characterize, assess, and evaluate the ability of existing, under development, and proposed DER technologies and essential related systems to enhance (or detract from) the supply of high quality and reliable power from the utility network of the future. Key project deliverables are characterization of technologies from the perspective of power quality and reliability performance, along with a set of specific recommendations for R&D needed to meet the future power quality and reliability requirements for important classes of end users and grid integration scenarios.
We recognize that there is a growing demand for less vulnerable end-use electrical equipment and that end-use based solutions exist and are being implemented. Therefore, we will closely monitor and assess this trend and evaluate its impact on the implementation of DER in the grid.
Willis and Scott (2000) assert the following with respect to the value and limitations of DER in the utility grid:
"A properly designed electric utility system, operating effectively, provides very high levels of service availability, typically on the order of 99.96% or better. Frankly, that level of reliability is difficult to improve upon with any type of on-site generation, unless very high quality equipment is used, with full and often multiple levels of redundancy…. A high quality DG unit has a service availability of about 95% (including time out of service for both scheduled maintenance and unexpected failures and repairs). The best have availabilities of about 98%. Thus, it takes redundancy, sometimes up to 100% additional capacity, to assure that DG power will 'always be there'. In a majority of cases, DG cannot both lower cost and provide higher reliability of service than that provided by the grid. In most cases, to expect that borders on fantasy.
Frequently, DG will 'win' the selection as preferred power supply to a particular site, because it can be tailored to have lower cost than the power grid when cost is most important, or to provide higher reliability when that is crucial. Distributed generation is tailorable in both cost and reliability, to a degree that the electric utility often cannot match.
DG offers great value because it provides a flexible way to choose a wide range of combinations of cost and reliability.
As a result, DG most often 'wins' a match-up with the electric utility system when the particular need falls toward either end of the cost-reliability spectrum …. DG installed at a site, without backup, can often provide a lower cost for power than the local grid, but with more expected hours of service interruption each year. Some electric consumers don't care. Reliability is not so important to them that they are willing to spend any more than necessary: cost is all-important. In these cases, DG 'wins'.
At the other end of the cost-reliability spectrum, many commercial and industrial power users find unacceptable 99.97% availability (2 hours without power a year, about the average performance of most electric systems). Here, redundant DG can be installed, with the right type of 'rollover switching'. Now the consumer must pay more, but has much higher reliability than the grid. Without a doubt, the electric grid could be reinforced to equal these levels of reliability, using redundant circuits, automatic rollover and even static switches, but usually the cost to get high reliability (only a few minutes a year of expected outage) are much higher than for DG. In these situations, DG wins again."
One of the main objectives of our work is to test the validity of Willis and Scott's assertion that "DG offers great value because it provides a flexible way to choose a wide range of combinations of cost and reliability." In addition, Willis and Scott point to the main challenge for DER systems. That is, to deliver equivalent or better availability than the T&D system at the same or lower cost. Thus, a further key objective of this work is to determine whether DER technologies and systems can be developed and matured to meet that challenge at a meaningful level of market penetration.
The Conventional Power Transmission and Distribution System
The interconnected North American electric power T&D system (or "grid") has been called the largest machine ever created by man, because an interconnected power system depends on all of its components operating together and in coordination with each other. All generators synchronized with the grid are physically tied together through a complex web of transmission lines and hierarchical control systems.
Function
The function of the conventional power system is to produce power at central generating stations and deliver it to the customers at their place of consumption in a form that customers can use. Hence, the primary requirement of the T&D system is to "cover ground" -that is, to reach every customer. Four main requirements (in response to customer needs) define today's T&D system in the United States (Willis and Scott, 2000) . If DER is to become an alternative, it must also meet these overall requirements:
1. The system must provide an electrical path to each customer. It must cover the service territory.
2. The system must satisfy each customer's peak demand for power. Stated differently, the system is expected to deliver the quantity of power demanded by each customer at all times.
3. The system must provide highly reliable service (it must be "robust"). The availability of power delivered by the T&D network in much of the United States is now expected to exceed 99.97%. Willis and Scott (2000) noted, "…utilities have gradually adjusted to designing their system to a higher level of expected service reliability. In the late 1990s, something on the order of 2 hours a year of interruption was the guiding concept about 'what is correct' for most utilities, as opposed to 4 to 8 hours, which was typical 3 to 4 decades ago."
4. The T&D system is expected to supply the quality of power required by the customer. This has to do mainly with the supply of voltage to meet the needs of the customer and is measured in terms of voltage stability and the "purity" of the current. High power quality implies a near absence of measurable voltage sags and very short interruptions, voltage surges, voltage spikes, waveform harmonics, and so on. It is important to understand that customer requirements for power quality are not uniform. Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the conventional T&D system with centralized generation. It shows the basic hierarchical structure, starting with the generating station (or "power plant") and ending at the customer's service entry point (e.g., the distribution panel in a home). The most significant feature of the T&D system is that it is configured to connect the generating stations to the loads through nodes called substations.
Structure of the Transmission and Distribution System
Power flows through a number of voltage levels as it moves from the generating stations to the customers. Central generating stations are generally connected by step-up transformers to transmission lines (having the highest power carrying capacity). At the switching substations other transformers step down the voltage and the power is fed to a number of sub-transmission lines that supply distribution substations. Sub-transmission refers to a lower level in the grid hierarchy that typically interfaces the long-distance bulk transmission backbone with the distribution network supplying end-use customers. Usually, the T&D system at the transmission and sub-transmission levels is "networked" as a grid so that at least two sub-transmission routes supply each substation. This ensures that power delivery can be maintained should one sub-transmission route fail.
Typical transmission voltages in the United States include the extra-high voltage of 765 kV, and the 500 kV, 345 kV and 230 kV voltages of the most common long-distance transmission lines. In relatively few instances, bulk power is also transmitted as high-voltage DC. This requires AC to DC and the reverse DC to AC conversions, respectively, at line terminals so that the DC power can be received from and delivered to the AC grid. Other common transmission voltages include 161 kV, 138 kV, 115 kV and 69 kV. Of these, the lower voltages, 115 kV and 69 kV, are sometimes called sub-transmission voltages. Each substation transformer is a node of the distribution portion of the system. While substations are actually an assembly of transformers, switches, circuit breakers and other ancillary equipment, such as voltage control capacitor banks, reactors, metering and control equipment; voltage-changing transformers are their key elements. Substation layout and complexity vary widely depending on the application.
The distribution system is the infrastructure that delivers power from substations to consumer loads. Typically, but not always, radial in nature, the distribution system includes feeders and laterals. Typical voltages are 34.5 kV, 14.4 kV, 13.8 kV, 13.2 kV, 12.5 kV, 12 kV, and sometimes lower voltages. A specific service territory is typically supplied at only one or two of these distribution voltages to minimize the inventory costs of spare parts and equipment.
Radial feeder lines (at a lower voltage than the sub-transmission level, as noted above) fan out from each substation, in turn supplying power to the lateral lines that feed the service transformers. Except in very high population density areas, there is generally little redundant network structure at the feeder level because of the prohibitive cost (i.e., there is seldom a redundant supply path to most end-use loads).
The service transformers reduce the voltage to the final customer supply level, and the lines from the service transformers connect directly to the various customers' facilities, completing the power flow path from generating plant to the customer. In effect, therefore, a feeder can be thought of as a local T&D system.
The electric power grid typically operates as a three-phase network down to the level of the service transformer. Thus, feeders generally carry three-phase power. As one gets closer to the loads (many of which are single phase), single -phase laterals provide spurs to the various customer connections. The service transformers supplying single -phase loads are connected in a manner that is designed to balance the total load on each phase of the three-phase distribution system.
Network Operation Considerations
Three-phase electricity is electricity transmitted along three parallel conductors with the three voltage waveforms 120º out of phase with each other. Under ideal (balanced) conditions, each conductor carries one-third of the total load. This system provides advantageous characteristics with respect to operating rotating machines (both generators and motors) by inducing a smooth rotating magnetic field that applies a consistent torque to the rotor. It also offers significant advantages for electric power T&D because each of the three phases cancels each other out when combined vectorially. This makes it possible to string only three voltage-carrying conductors, relying on the mathematical cancellation of this power to provide a virtual neutral. Eliminating the return wire permits significant cost savings. Thus, nearly all T&D power lines have only three conductors. The grounding of neutral points on the three-phase windings of electric equipment allows the earth to provide the fourth conductor. This typically conducts some of the circuit current if the distribution of electrical loads becomes unbalanced between phases, or as a result of system faults and other malfunctions.
Service voltage to the customer can be as low as 120 V single phase or 120/240 V single phase (in the latter case the 240 V secondary of the service transformer has a center tap that also provides two 120-V single -phase circuits). Customers with larger loads typically use three-phase power, with 120/208 V or 277/480 V service 1 . Some very large industrial customers may require higher voltage service. In these cases, the customer is often responsible for providing the transformers and other infrastructure to serve all of the lower voltage requirements needed at its site.
A typical service transformer (either ground mounted or pole mounted), supplying 2 to 10 residences, converts the three-phase power at a distribution voltage of 13.8 kV (transformer primary), for example, to power at 120/240 V. As noted above, each secondary provides two 120-V single -phase circuits, making it possible to supply an individual residence with both 120-and 240-V single -phase service. The higher voltage is required for appliances such as clothes dryers, heat pumps and electric furnaces.
System reliability tends to decrease as one moves closer to the customer. Willis and Scott (2000) state "roughly 60% of service interruptions are a result of failure (either due to aging or to damage from severe weather) of distribution equipment within ½ mile of the customer." This points to a key advantage of DER ? it can be installed at the customer's site and, therefore, potentially mitigate the effects of the increased unreliability of the traditional T&D system close to the customer. However, power is a function of voltage and current and, because current is bi-directional, power can flow in either direction. In existing T&D systems, circuit breakers and other control devices may not be able to accommodate a reversal of power flow on a distribution system without replacement or modification. This is a critical consideration for the deployment of DER but is not a factor until local DER capacity exceeds the local load.
Power Quality Terms and Definitions
Perfect power quality may be defined as the continuous availability of electric power that conforms to accepted standards of voltage, frequency, and waveform. In the United States, the power distribution component of the interconnected grid supplies 60-Hz single -phase and/or three-phase sinusoidal power to the end user at several standard regulated voltages. Depending on the character and sensitivity of end-use electrical equipment, deviations from these nominal properties of power delivered to the supply side of the meter can cause PR and PQ problems to be experienced on the customer's side of the meter. However, in general, poor PQ is considered to occur when the power supply to individual consumers deviates from the expected constant voltage and 60-Hz sinusoidal waveform, either momentarily or for longer periods, regardless of whether the problem originates on the supply side of the meter or on the user's side. Problems are generally caused by disturbances that change the voltage, frequency and waveform of the supply. 
Power Quality Disturbances
Outage
The outage illustrated in Figure 4a is an absolute interruption of the 60-Hz supply (i.e., the voltage falls to zero) for one or more cycles. (It becomes a power reliability problem when it persists long enough to force all loads to cease operation.) At 60 Hz, one cycle of the power wave lasts 1/60th of a second, or 16.67 milliseconds [ms] . A power outage of this duration is long enough to trip relays protecting a broad range of high-value electrical equipment and precisely controlled systems ranging from home computers to industrial processes. However, this type of disturbance will cause only a momentary dimming of lights and totally imperceptible changes in the operations of appliances such as water heaters, ovens and ordinary motor-driven loads. Before the age of computers and high-speed electronics, such disturbances were generally tolerable unless outages persisted for minutes to hours, or longer.
There are many causes of temporary outages, including severe weather, utility equipment failure, the automatic reclosing time needed for switching operations, the time needed to start and synchronize backup generators, and accidents involving power lines, both natural and human-caused.
Voltage Sag
The voltage sag shown in Figure 4b illustrates the condition of the supply voltage temporarily dropping to some fraction of its nominal value for one or more power cycles before recovering to its standard value. A voltage sag is specifically defined as a decrease to between 0.1 per unit [pu] and 0.9 pu in root mean square [rms] voltage at power frequency for durations from 0.5 cycles (~8 ms) to 1 minute.
Voltage sags are usually associated with system faults but can also be caused by turning on heavy loads or starting large motors. For example, an induction motor can draw 6 to 10 times its full load current during start up. If the electric current drawn during this start up is large relative to the available fault current in the system at that point, the resulting voltage sag can be significant. While voltage sags are generally inconsequential from the typical homeowner's perspective, they can have wide-ranging impacts on sophisticated loads and many high-value industrial processes ranging from papermaking to the manufacture and qualification of computer chips.
Voltage Swell
The disturbance known as voltage swell is illustrated in Figure 4c . It is a transient of higher than standard voltage that can trip equipment protected by sensitive over-voltage relays. Persistent swells can also cause damage by over-heating unprotected equipment.
More specifically, a swell is defined as an increase to between 1.1 pu and 1.8 pu in rms voltage at power frequency for durations from 0.5 cycle to 1 minute. As with sags, swells are usually associated with system fault conditions, but they are not as common as voltage sags. The term momentary over voltage is commonly used as a synonym for voltage swell. Swells are typically caused by a variety of events happening elsewhere on the supply system, including sudden load shedding and incorrect settings or functioning of distribution voltage regulation equipment. One way that a swell can occur is from the temporary voltage rise on the unfaulted phases during a single line-to-ground fault. Energizing a large capacitor bank can also cause swells.
Harmonic Distortion
Harmonics are sinusoidal voltages or currents having frequencies that are integer multiples of the frequency at which the supply system is designed to operate (termed the fundamental frequency; usually 50 Hz or 60 Hz). Distorted waveforms can be decomposed into a sum of the fundamental and harmonic frequencies.
Harmonic distortion originates from the nonlinear characteristics of devices and loads on the power system. For example, distortion is created in the current waveform of the DC power supply unit typically found in a personal computer, a result of the "chopping" of the input current that occurs in the AC to DC converter. This distortion is then imposed on the voltage waveform of the supply circuit as influenced by the effective source impedance of the power delivery circuit. Thus, harmonic distortion is transmitted to adjacent equipment at frequencies characteristic of power electronic devices including converters, inverters, rectifiers and switching power supplies.
Harmonic distortion levels are described by the complete harmonic spectrum, with magnitudes and phase angles of each individual harmonic component. While it is common to use a single quantity (the total harmonic distortion [THD]) as a measure of the effective value of harmonic distortion, the impact of harmonic distortion is a function of the current (or power) being transmitted. For example, THD well above the recommended maximum may not be a problem on a distribution circuit if the load demand is very low, because the magnitude of the distorted current is also very low. To characterize the impact of harmonic currents in a consistent fashion, IEEE Standard 519-1992 defines another term, the total demand distortion [TDD] . This term is the same as the THD, except that the distortion is expressed as a percent of some rated load current, rather than as a percent of the fundamental current magnitude.
If the power transmitted in harmonic components of the 60-Hz supply is large enough, wave shape distortion of the types illustrated in Figures 4d and 5 can cause power quality problems with some equipment. Adverse effects of harmonics are electrical equipment malfunctions or failures as a result of over-voltage, excess heating, inadvertent switching and/or relay operation, or improper power frequency regulated functions, such as motor speed.
The effects on power supply wave shape resulting from the combination of primary and higher harmonics are shown in Figures 5a to 5d . The dashed line illustrates the distorted wave shape that results from imposition of harmonics on the fundamental frequency. Figures 5a, 5b and 5d show the in-phase addition of the third, fifth and second harmonic, while Figure 5c illustrates the resultant of anti-phase addition of the third harmonic.
Figure 5. Distortion Resulting from Imposition of Harmonics
We know that, although most electric power generators are designed to deliver a sinusoidal voltage waveform with acceptable harmonic content, pure sinusoidal voltage waveforms do not exist at any point in typical buildings or other distribution networks. Until the mid-1980s, there were few harmonic generating loads in buildings. Standard practice for power distribution emphasized maintaining the required power factor by use of capacitor banks. These buildings were trouble -free from the viewpoint of harmonics. Digital electronic loads arrived in force in the 1980s and introduced problems that few had imagined. The consumption caused by these nonlinear loads is far from the ideal sinusoidal waveform that power systems were designed to feed. The result has been the increased frequency of serious harmonic problems.
Adjustable speed drives [ASD], electronic ballasts, personal computers and other electronic equipment (such as in broadcast facilities) are non-linear loads that draw electric current in a non-linear fashion. For example, virtually all of today's electronic equipment uses power converters that conduct current for part of a cycle through multiple paths to convert (or "rectify") AC to DC. These converters draw current in sharp, irregular or "nonlinear" pulses compared with the smooth linear manner of an incandescent light bulb, for example. As nonlinear current flows through the electrical distribution system, it induces voltage distortion and cascading negative effects on other interconnected loads. Because of the induced harmonics, a high density of these devices can cause as many as five basic problems in the distribution network:
• Overloaded neutral conductors.
• Overheated distribution transformers and motors that may be connected to the local network.
• High neutral to ground voltage.
• Distortion of the voltage feeding these loads. Interestingly, the very devices that create the current harmonics (such as ASD and personal computers) are themselves very sensitive to the voltage distortion that results.
• Interference with programmable microprocessor controlle rs and monitoring devices.
A survey by MIRUS International Inc. (MIRUS International Inc., 1994) with respect to the current spectrum of loads in commercial, institutional and industrial settings found surprisingly simple and consistent load profiles dominated by only three harmonics ? the third, fifth and seventh. MIRUS found that there was also a trend to higher harmonic levels as a result of advances in switch-mode power supply technology.
Commutation Notches
Notching is a periodic voltage disturbance caused by the normal operation of power electronic devices when current is commutated from one phase to another. During this period, there is a momentary short circuit between two phases, pulling the voltage as close to zero as permitted by system impedances. Because notching occurs continuously, it can be characterized through the harmonic spectrum of the affected voltage. However, it is generally treated as a special case. The frequency components associated with notching can be quite high and may not be readily characterized with measurement equipment normally used for harmonic analysis.
Frequency Deviations
Frequency deviations are defined as the deviation of the power system fundamental frequency from its specified nominal value (60 Hz in North America).
The power system frequency is directly related to the rotational speed of the generators supplying the system. There are slight variations in frequency as the dynamic balance between load and generation changes. The size of the frequency shift and its duration depend on the load characteristics and the response of the generation control system to load changes. Frequency variations that go outside of accepted limits for normal steady-state operation of the power system can be caused by faults on the bulk power transmission system, a large block of load being disconnected, or a large source of generation going off-line.
On modern interconnected power systems, significant frequency variations are rare. Frequency variations of consequence are much more likely to occur for loads that are supplied by a generator isolated from the utility system. In such cases, governor response to abrupt load changes may not be adequate to regulate within the narrow bandwidth required by frequency-sensitive equipment.
Voltage notching can sometimes be mistaken for frequency deviation. The notches may come sufficiently close to zero to cause errors in instruments and control systems that rely on zero crossings to derive frequency or time.
As discussed below in more detail, system-wide frequency control is a fundamental means of ensuring that generation matches the load on the system at all times. The type of frequency deviation shown in Figure 4f can be transmitted throughout the grid as a result of significant disturbances. These include the sudden tripping of a large generator or a major transmission line, the occurrence of a major system fault or loss of load. Figure 6 is an example of a typical frequency variation recorded on the western system as a result of a 1200-MW generating plant tripping off line unexpectedly. In this instance, the maximum frequency swing of 0.138 Hz would have been transmitted throughout the grid and experienced by all loads connected to the system. Larger events, such as the 1994 Los Angeles area earthquake and the western system breakups in 1996 caused much larger transient frequency deviations. This unavoidable PQ problem could have affected the operation of equipment sensitive to frequency variations of this general magnitude. 
Surges
Surges illustrated in Figure 4g are principally voltage spikes that arise from a variety of causes including lightning, power line feeder switching, capacitor switching for reactive power control, heavy motors turning off, and short circuits and faults on the system. While typically short in duration compared to a single 60-Hz power cycle, these voltage spikes can be large compared to the nominal supply voltage and, therefore, potentially damaging to voltage-sensitive equipment. Figure 4h illustrates the final major class of disturbance experienced by end users. Electrical noise is defined as unwanted electrical signals with broadband spectral content lower than 200 kHz superimposed upon the power system voltage or current in phase conductors, or found on neutral conductors or signal lines. Basically, noise consists of any unwanted distortion of the power signal that cannot be classified as harmonic distortion or transients.
Electrical Noise
Noise disturbs electronic devices, such as microcomputers and programmable controllers. It is generated and transmitted by numerous sources; power electronic devices, control circuits, arcing equipment, loads with solid-state rectifiers, and switching power supplies, generally in the vicinity of the affected consumer. Improper grounding that fails to conduct noise away from the power system often exacerbates noise problems.
Noise is generally less of a threat than other disturbances, but can affect sensitive equipment if not adequately filtered. The problem can be mitigated by using filters, isolation transformers and line conditioners. Figure 7 represents a hypothetical distribution of loads and mutually interactive disturbance sources on two distribution feeders served by the same substation to illustrate the potential vulnerability of any electric power consumer to PQ problems.
Example Of Potential Power Quality Impacts
Figure 7. Loads and Disturbance Sources on Adjacent Feeders
The key features of the identified locations in Figure 7 are as follows:
a. PQ problems are experienced in the facility representing a home, office or small industrial plant as a result of various sources of disturbance operating in the local electrical feeder network.
b. A transient fault on an adjacent feeder causes voltage sag to be communicated through the secondary bus of the common substation to all loads on either feeder.
c. Capacitors owned and operated by the utility are switched to provide voltage support and thereby impose over-voltage pulses on local loads.
d. An arcing load in an adjacent business transmits voltage flicker to nearby loads. Regardless of the source and pathway of the disturbance, victims of poor PQ generally blame and often seek compensation from the utility that provides their electrical service. As discussed later, the utility may not always be responsible for or able to mitigate PQ problems. Before addressing this issue, consideration is given in Section 4 to the ordinary standard operation and control procedures that utilities apply to achieve the present level of power quality control.
Utility Control of Power Quality
Conventional (i.e., acceptable by most consumers until recently) power quality control provided by utilities resides in two basic functions: voltage regulation and frequency control. These aspects of utility controlled PQ are reviewed below.
Voltage Regulation
The ability of utilities to maintain distribution system voltages in conformity with the standard ranges defined by ANSI is a basic aspect of PQ. Utilities regulate supply voltage to protect the power delivery system and the electrical equipment that customers use. This regulation is provided by utility-installed equipment on the distribution system. ANSI Standard C 84.1-1995 (ANSI, 1995) specifies standard voltages used in the United States. For example, the nominal 120-V service voltage measured at the secondary terminals of a distribution transformer should be maintained within a standard ±5% band (i.e., between 114 V and 126 V) at any location along the distribution feeder.
ANSI Standard C 84.1-1995 also specifies the utilization voltage (defined as phase-to-phase or line-toneutral voltage) at the terminals of the customers' equipment. The utilization voltage is the voltage that will be supplied to end-use equipment when it is switched on. Voltage regulation provided by the utility must maintain acceptable utilization voltages to protect customers' equipment. Thus, in reference to the nominal 120-V service, the corresponding standard utilization voltage range is, under normal service conditions, 110 V to 125 V. During periods when maintenance of the utility system is in progress or the system is operating under abnormal conditions, the allowable voltage range is 106 V to 127 V. Therefore, the specified allowable difference between the normal service and utilization voltage accommodates up to a 4-V drop between the secondary terminals of the distribution transformer and the electrical outlets in the customer's facility.
An enduring (as opposed to a short-term transient) deviation from the above standard voltage ranges, or even prolonged operation at the extremes of these ranges, can cause malfunction or damage to customer equipment. If the utilization voltage is persistently low, primarily resistive loads (e.g., heating, cooking, incandescent lighting) will perform at less than rated output. Heating processes will, therefore, take longer than expected. Incandescent lighting would be dimmer but, as a positive effect, would also tend to exhibit longer life. Low voltage can adversely affect motorized loads by inducing this type of equipment to draw higher than rated current and operate less efficiently. Both effects can lead to reduced productivity and shortened equipment life. In extreme circumstances, motors may fail to start or burn up rapidly while conducting stall current (an energized high current condition caused by a stalled rotor). Sustained voltages at the high end or in excess of the ANSI Standard ranges will accelerate heating processes and make incandescent lights brighter but shorter lived.
Frequency Regulation
While distribution voltage can vary with load and service conditions, the standard 60-Hz supply frequency, common throughout North America, is the most precisely and continuously regulated power quality component of the electricity supply.
System frequency is the means by which utilities control generation to supply the load on the system at any time. The electrical network can be thought of as a highly complex "just-in-time" delivery system in which total power generation must match total load at all times. If load increases suddenly without a corresponding increase in generation, system frequency will tend to fall, analogous to a vehicle slowing down on an ascending grade if the throttle setting remains unchanged. Conversely, the electric power supply will "speed up" (i.e., increase in frequency) if load on the system is suddenly removed without a corresponding decrease in generation.
System frequency control is maintained by two basic systems: one with a fast and one with a slow response. Frequency is regulated at the generator by the speed-droop characteristics of the speed governor. This is a fast responding system that speeds up a generator if a drop in system frequency is sensed. Correspondingly, generators are slowed down if a rise in frequency occurs. This process creates the equivalent of a frequency "dead band," which is too coarse to control the global system frequency at a long-term average of 60 Hz. A complementary system, known as automatic generation control [AGC] , is employed to "fine tune" global frequency across a large, interconnected grid.
AGC regulation is accomplished by dividing the grid into "control areas." In these areas, a running tally is kept of the amount of time that typically small (e.g., 0.001 Hz) deviations occur in the nominal 60-Hz supply as a result of instantaneous and constantly changing differences between generation and load. This information accumulates as an "area control error" signal that is interpreted to control changes in the settings of generators specifically reserved for the frequency control function. These generators are operated both above and below a reference output setting to compensate for load changes on the system. Over periods of several minutes, the amount of time the system operates at slightly less than nominal frequency is compensated by operating for an equivalent period at slightly higher than nominal frequency. The use of AGC assures that grid frequency is maintained at a remarkably constant average of 60 Hz unless a major system disturbance or outage occurs. Thus, during normal grid operations, system frequency variation, per se, is unlikely to be a persistent power quality problem.
Control Of Waveform Distortion
As discussed previously, the ideal 60-Hz sinusoidal wave shape of grid-delivered electric power is frequently less ideal at the customer's connection. The principal cause of this is interference from other grid-served equipment operating or generating other frequencies. Also, on-line control components generate natural harmonics of the principal power waveform. However, utilities usually employ filtering and circuit configuration options that reduce the amplitude of grid-originated harmonics to acceptable and generally insignificant levels.
The harmonics that may be experienced as poor PQ on the customer's side of the meter generally emanate from equipment in the same facility or are supplied by a common distribution system. For example, the single -phase rectifier represented at location "g" in Figure 7 could generate and transmit a 120-Hz ripple voltage, the second harmonic of the fundamental power frequency. While a DER system may improve power quality, it may also be a source of harmonic distortion and voltage flicker, depending on the power converter technology and configuration used (Barker and de Mello, 2000) . Control of waveform distortion from all sources is generally achieved by the design of grid-connected equipment to satisfy the requirements of IEEE Standard 519-1992. This standard specifies the maximum allowable levels of harmonic content relative to the fundamental frequency. These limits include 4% for harmonics less than the eleventh order and a maximum of 5% THD across all frequencies.
If the power transmitted in harmonic components of the 60-Hz supply is large enough, wave shape distortion of the types illustrated in Figures 4d and 5 can cause power quality problems with some equipment. Adverse effects of harmonics are equipment malfunctions or failures as result of overvoltage, excess heating, inadvertent switching and/or relay operation, or improper power frequencyregulated functions, such as motor speed. As discussed before, harmonics can also be generated and transmitted to adjacent equipment at frequencies characteristic of power electronic devices, including converters, inverters, rectifiers and switching power supplies.
Customer Control of Power Quality and Reliability
Many instances of poor PQ and PR originate on the customer's side of the meter. Anecdotal evidence presented and discussed at various past symposia of the power industry indicated that up to 90% of poor PQ reported in the 1980s was the fault of the customer or the electrical system within his/her facility. The source of poor PQ prior to 1980 often led to disputes and litigation to determine responsibility. As PQtolerant equipment was introduced, this conflict moderated. However, because there may now be an escalating sensitivity of some new digital electronics and other equipment to previously tolerated electrical disturbances, the issue of the practices and actions of the customer on its side of the meter is again coming under scrutiny.
Whether or not good quality power is supplied by the utility, the condition of the wiring, equipment and protective devices on the customer's side of the meter can have an important bearing on the actual PQ experience of the end user. Many common practices and ordinary issues neglected by the consumer result in poor PQ and PR. Furthermore, many of the most cost-effective PQ and PR improvements can be made on the customer's side of the meter.
This section briefly reviews the PQ and PR experience that can be influenced by various practices of and actions controlled by the end user.
Equipment Additions
A common consumer practice is to add electrical equipment incrementally over time without regard for the adequacy of the facility's basic wiring and electrical protection systems. Unless such additions require the approval of licensed inspectors, who could be expected to disapprove such practice, the accumulation of load in any facility tends eventually to challenge the rated current-carrying capacity of the service connection and facility wiring. The tendency to overload circuits in this manner is a common reason the customer complains of poor PQ and PR. Typical experience in this case includes excessive voltage drops and power lost to resistive heating in building circuits, and enhanced interference between various loads. In an extreme case, the consumer may overload the service and wiring capacity to an extent that causes a local "brown-out" within the facility, thereby degrading the performance and reliability of most electrical loads in the building.
Large motors and other loads that draw reactive power (i.e., energy flowing in quadrature to the "real power" that is absorbed by a purely resistive load) decrease the power factor of a facility. This results in the facility as a whole drawing much larger phase currents than would otherwise supply the same power to resistive loads. Uncompensated reactive loads that are added by the end user without regard for the adequacy of power distribution within a facility can cause similar PQ problems as described above.
In-Facility Distribution System Integrity
It is fairly typical for the utility customer (ranging from homes to businesses and small industries) to continuously upgrade and/or add electrical appliances in a facility that has an old or aging internal power distribution system. The customer may be unaware of aging effects until they become suddenly obvious, and also may not maintain the system in conformity with up-to-date electrical codes and standards. Aging can gradually degrade a system and eventually cause internal PQ problems. For example, agerelated corrosion can reduce the quality of bonded connections and result in the generation of heat and even intermittent conduction that could be a source of electrical noise. Deteriorated insulation can produce similar PQ effects, as well as increasing the ris k of short circuits, electrical shocks to personnel, and fires.
The integrity of grounding connections is similarly important from a safety and PQ management perspective. Deteriorated or faulty grounding can cause dangerous and potentially damaging voltages and electric charge accumulations, which are also sources of poor PQ. Proper grounding (and the avoidance of ground loops) according to modern standards of good practice is critical insurance against equipment damage and personal injury when equipment malfunctions occur.
In general, the majority of poor PQ and PR that originates on the customer side of the meter can be traced to deficiencies in the adequacy and/or integrity of in-house electrical distribution and protection systems. If these systems do not conform to modern electrical codes and standards, a customer's poor PQ and PR may well be self-inflicted.
Power Quality Solutions
A significant challenge the consumer faces is how to optimally protect high-value equipment and production lines from the consequences of poor PQ. From the most fundamental perspective, PQ management is an insurance issue. The principal point of contention revolves around the question "who is going to pay the insurance premium?" In fact, many grid customers do simply that ? pay premiums on policies issued by insurance companies to cover the losses incurred by poor PQ. Presumably, this practice is, or until recently was, cheaper than the self-insurance provided by installing appropriate protective equipment. A present trend is a rapidly increasing insurance claim rate (see Figure 1) as PQrelated losses escalate. This situation may eventually evolve into one in which insurance premiums are more expensive than the acquisition of protective equipment. An even more extreme result may be that underwriters no longer offer PQ insurance of any kind.
Many do-it-yourself options are available to power consumers who cannot buy insurance or persuade utilities and/or the appropriate regulatory bodies to provide improved PQ on the supply side. This section provides a quick overview of protection strategies and the major classes of equipment that offer the consumer various levels of PQ protection.
Protection Strategies And Planning
The consumer's first consideration is which supply-side disturbances are tolerable and which are not. The disturbance categories illustrated in Figure 4 typically do not occur at the same frequency, nor are most utility customers generally vulnerable to all types of poor PQ. Figure 8 represents a typical disturbance frequency in 100 consecutive events. In this example, voltage sags are by far the most frequent disturbance encountered.
Figure 8. Representative Distribution of 100 Consecutive PQ Events
It is both essentially impossible and prohibitively expensive to plan for 100% protection (even insurance compensation is reduced by deductibles). An optimum approach for the individual is to tailor costeffective protection based on specific vulnerabilities, the dominant PQ problem(s) experienced, and the corresponding cost of poor PQ. Before taking independent action, the consumer should seek advice from and/or negotiate with the utility that provides the electrical service. Some disturbances may turn out to be controllable by relatively simple changes in standard operating procedures. For example, the utility may be amenable to changing the settings of voltage regulation equipment or rescheduling aspects of system maintenance to solve commonly experienced PQ problems. This is particularly true of vegetation control, where trees that grow rapidly and make momentary line contact during windy weather can sometimes account for the majority of the voltage sags on a feeder in the vicinity.
PQ Tolerant Equipment
As discussed above, many end users discover their PQ vulnerabilities as an afterthought. While the media has addressed the overall PQ issue for several years now, it is time that consumers are pro-active in anticipating the PQ sensitivities of equipment about to be acquired. If affordable, the best PQ strategy would be to purchase electrical equipment that is engineered to be insensitive to the supply-side disturbances prevalent at the user's location. A lot of equipment of this type is already available. For example, many common personal computers and power electronic systems can be plugged in directly to any 50-Hz or 60-Hz AC source with supply voltage ranging from 90 V to 250 V. Such a unit should be immune to common voltage sags and frequency distortion, but could still possibly need protection from surges. Thus, equipment selection in advance can be an important part of limiting the range of anticipated PQ problems and reducing the cost of protection.
Nevertheless, pre-selection of end-use components will not currently solve all PQ issues. Some electrical equipment will inevitably be PQ-sensitive and necessitate the installation of protective hardware. Some disturbances are basically transient (momentary outages, voltages sags and swells, and frequency distortion, Figures 4a, 4b, 4c and 4f, respectively). Others are persistent (indefinite outages (PR)), harmonic distortion, commutation notches, surges and electrical noise, Figures 4a, 4d , 4e, 4g and 4h, respectively). These two groups provide a general means of classifying the mitigation approaches discussed below.
Transient Protection
The function of transient protection devices is to detect significant voltage and frequency deviations as rapidly as possible and to immediately supply the make-up energy needed to sustain an operation during a supply-side disturbance. The make-up energy is the energy that the utility fails to deliver during the transient. Protection equipment of this general type is known as a "carry-through" or "r ide-through" device.
The size and complexity of devices performing this task range over several orders of magnitude, depending on the amount of energy that must be supplied and the required response time. A critical challenge is to detect the supply deviation and provide carry-through power before PQ-sensitive equipment trips off line under the control of other forms of protection, such as voltage and/or frequency sensitive relays. This typically requires electronic logic that first decides whether the incoming power wave is of adequate quality. When a "glitch" is detected, the microprocessor causes electrical energy to be released from some form of storage medium (e.g., a battery) to carry the load through the disturbance.
There is a substantial volume of equipment of this type already marketed and supported by many vendors (Power Quality Assurance, 2001 ). Complexity and expense rise with the energy demand of the protected process. In addition, it becomes more difficult to deliver this energy fast enough to preempt the action of conventional relay protection.
Thus, small appliances and low energy processes can be protected by relatively simple battery-powered systems, while motor-generator sets equipped with flywheels protect processes of intermediate size and value. SMES devices have also been developed to provide protection in the high-power, fast-response market niche. Such devices can supply up to several megajoules (millions of watt-seconds) of energy with a detection/response time of about 4 ms or 1/4th of a 60-Hz power cycle. Costing several hundred thousands to millions of dollars, such units have potential application where the unit cost is comparable to the value of damage and lost production avoided with only a few successful carry-through actions. Microchip manufacturing is an example of an industry that faces losses of this general magnitude as a result of momentary supply outages.
Protection Against Persistent Phenomena
The category of equipment known as UPS provides protection from supply-side PQ and PR problems of both the transient and persistent nature. A principal distinction between the two modes of operation is whether the carry-through device activates by sensing each disturbance when it occurs (transient protection) or operates continuously as a virtual (or actual) "flywheel." Once again, it is important to note that combating harmonic distortion, surges and electrical noise requires less sophisticated passive equipment, such as filtering and voltage-limiting devices.
There is a very wide range in the performance, complexity, operating mode and cost of UPS. For example, some battery-based systems operate in the PQ and PR protection modes continuously. In this mode, the load is driven through a power conditioning system (inverter) directly from the battery that, in turn, is continuously recharged by the grid supply. The battery charging circuit can be designed to be insensitive to all the disturbance types shown in Figure 4 . The battery supplies essentially constant voltage to the inverter and the load sees perfect power quality, unless an outage lasts longer than the battery's load-carrying capacity or the battery fails for other reasons. Battery-based systems are also designed to carry important loads until hydrocarbon-fueled generators take over.
However, battery-based systems have disadvantages (including battery life, weight and hydrogen gas emissions) and are not considered to be a general panacea for PQ and PR problems. Competing systems include some emerging technologies such as vacuum-contained flywheels and even fuel cells. As both the value of PQ and PR protection escalates and the capabilities of the technology advance, these solutions are expected to find more pervasive use.
The above review mentions just a few examples of the many options and combinations that are commercially available. The recent comprehensive summary of products and services that provide PQ protection in "2002 Buyers Guide", published by Power Quality Assurance® Magazine (Power Quality Assurance, 2001), is recommended for further reference.
Power Quality and Power Reliability Management In The Future
It has been suggested that, in the future, improved power supply reliability and quality may result from the anticipated deployment of advanced technology broadly categorized as DER, located both throughout the distribution grid and at homes, commercial buildings and so on. The essence of the project work is to assess the ability of existing, under development, and proposed DER systems, grid integration methods and DER control methods to capture the maximum reliability and power quality benefits.
Conclusions
Growing electricity power supply reliability and quality problems are having an increasing financial impact on business and industry in the United States. The impact is most pronounced within the digital landscape, where companies that rely upon high-speed electronics and computer-based operations and communications suffer serious losses whenever there is a significant PQ loss or deviation. As protection against the consequences of poor PQ reduces to a cost-of-insurance issue, the challenge facing the individual facility operator is to acquire the least-cost protection commensurate with the risk and cost of potential losses.
While a broad range of PQ management options is already available, the current climate of increasing PQ sensitivity and value are incentives for the development of the better, more cost-effective solutions for the future. Both new technologies and changes in utility system organization and operations may provide a number of solutions. The financial impacts of less than adequate power quality and reliability and the consequent demand for solutions, coupled with the unique characteristics of distributed energy resources offer an opportunity for more rapid deployment of DER. The deployment of such systems would provide both primary and backup power supplies to overcome utility and site-specific supply problems, and to help compensate for the supply quality limitations of the existing distribution grid.
